2. Proofs. Before proceeding with the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 we need some lemmas.
Note that the property (Zk) seems to depend on the underlined field F and our first object is to prove its independence.
Namely:
Lemma 2. If f(x) vanishes for all zeros of G which lie in Fk then f(x) vanishes also for all zeros of G which lie in a matrix ring Hk, where H is an arbitrary field-extension of F.
Suppose the lemma is not true, then for some extension H of F there exists a set of matrices ai, • ■ • , a"EHk such that g(a\, • • ■ ,a") = 0 for all g(x)EG but/(ai, • • • , an)^0. We shall show that there exists a specialization: a-^a of H onto F over F such that the extended specialization: a-><z of Hk onto Fk maps the elements a,-on finite matrices dtEFt and maps/(ai, • • • , a") onto a nonzero matrix f(di, • • • , an) of Fk. Clearly, (di, • • • , a") is a zero of G and since f(x) is supposed to satisfy (Zk) we are led to a contradiction.
To obtain the required specialization we first note that H may be assumed to be a finitely generated extension of F, since we have to consider only the elements of H which belong to the finite set of ma-trices ai, • • ■ , an. Let rji, • • • , t\T be a maximal set of algebraically independent elements of 77 and let fi, • • • , f. the other generators of H which are algebraic over F(r\i, ■ ■ ■ , r\,). Before proceeding with the proof we need the following: Lemma 3. Let JX"} be a finite set of elements in II which are algebraic over F(rji, ■ ■ ■ , -qr), then there exists a specialization: t->t of 77 into F such that X,5* °° for all v, and if X¥r*0 then X,i*0.
Proof.
The element X, is algebraic over F{r\). Let 4>0,(r])Xry+ ■ ■ ■ +<br,(i)) =0, where <bi,(rj) are polynomials in r\j, be a minimum equation of X* over F(-q). If \,t*0 then </>0,(i7)<£r>.('?)^0. The required specialization will be any extension of the specialization of F(i)) defined by the mappings: 17,-->«,-where a,£F are so chosen that <f>o,(a)<i)r,(a) 9*0, for all v. One can find such «< since F is algebraically closed and, therefore, infinite. Thus, if t-H denotes the specialization then Xv9* 00 and X,9*0 if \,9*0. If X" = 0 then, obviously, X\ = 0.
We continue now with the proof of Lemma 2. Let ai=(X't) and f(a)= X/^'iG'j ' " " a>. = (fik), fvEF and X)t,fikEH. Consider now a specialization of H into F which maps nonzero elements of the set (xjt, /,■*) onto nonzero elements. Clearly, for this specialization we have, a-^a.7* °° and f(a) =f(d)^*0, «3 since f(a) r*0. This proves the existence of the required specialization.
An immediate consequence of the preceding lemma is the following: to Qk and QkEP< it follows that g(xi, ■ ■ ■ , x") =0. This means that
is a zero of G in F[x]/P. Since PDdRk, one readily verifies as in the proof of Lemma 1 of [l] that F[x]/P satisfies the identities of Fk. It is known that primitive algebras which satisfy a polynomial identity are central simple algebra of finite order (Kaplansky [3] ). It follows readily that a central simple algebra of finite order which satisfies the identities of Fk is of order Sk2 over its centre. Indeed if S) is such an algebra and its order over its centre is r2 and H is a splitting field of 3), then the identities of 2) which are satisfied by Fk are satisfied also by '£)®H^Hr
and That is:
Lemma 5. If f(x) satisfies (Z*) then f(x) vanishes also for all regular zeros of G in 35, where 35 is any simple algebra over F such that the order of 35 over its centre is Sk2.
The proof of this lemma is obtained by noting that the proof of Lemma 2 will hold also for regular zeros in Hr, r^k. Indeed, if we follow the proof of Lemma 2 we observe that in order to prove that lemma for regular zeros it suffices to show that if (ai) is a regular zero of G in 77r and f(a) 7*0 then one can choose the specialization, given there, so that (di) is a regular zero of G in Fr and f(a) t*0. To this end we proceed as follows: since (ai) is a regular zero in Hr, H(ai, • • ■ , a") = 77. Let Cik be the matrices of 77* having the unit in the ith row and kih column, then ct* = 22$? a,x • • • a,t. In addition to the requirements Xjt5* oo and fjkt* °° of Lemma 2 we impose also the conditions #f 9* °o for all i, k. With these conditions satisfied, clearly (a) is a regular zero in Fk and /(d) 5^0. To prove the converse, we consider a regular zero of (a,-) of G in FT, r -k. Let P be the kernel of the homomorphic mapping of F[x] into Fr determined by the correspondence:
x,->a<. Since r^k, it follows readily that PZ)dJlk and the fact that (a) is a zero of G implies that PZ)Q(G). Consequently, PDQk-The ideal P is a primitive ideal in F[x]: for let % = F(ai, • • • , a")EFr be the algebra generated by the set (a,) over F. One readily observes that since the matrices (a,) generate FT, 21®F = F(ai) = F,, where the product is taken over the centre of 21. It follows, therefore, that 21 is a central simple algebra of finite order over its centre, and hence A is primitive. Thus which was used in the proofs of the preceding results; that is, it contains 9Jc*. Hence by combining Theorems 3 and 4 it follows that the radical J/C>SRk, Q) is a nil ideal. By the previous results it follows that CiSlk, Q)/Q is nil. Hence J/Q is a nil ideal. Obviously, this ideal is an isomorphic image of the radical of A, hence the radical of the latter is also a nil ideal.
8 It is interesting to know if Theorem 5 is true for arbitrary finitely generated rings. * Recall that Mk is the set of all polynomials/(*) £ F[xx] for which the relation f{x) =0 holds identically in Fk. The requirement that the identities are satisfied by Fk and not only by Fk is to make sure that the underlined field is infinite.
